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On 12/ 18/14 at about 0245 hours, I was contacted by Sgt. Freese who advised me that an officer
involved shooting had occurred involving California Highway Patrol. Sgt. Freese designated me as the
lead detective.
At about 0400 hours, I arrived at the Criminal Investigation Division briefing area of the Sheriffs
Officer where the Critical Incident Response Team (CIRT) had responded. Members of the CIRT team
included: District Attorny Investigator Bernstein, Arcata Police Department's Detective Sergeant
Dockweiler, Evidence Technician District Attorney Investigator Cox, Eureka Police
Department's Detective Wilcox, Investigator Franco, F01iuna Police Officer Dias, California Highway
Patrol Officer Fabbri, and Sgt. Freese. Undersheriff Honsal, who was also present, briefed the team on
the incident, stating that C~rol Officer Timothy Gray had shot and killed a male
later identified as after being attacked with a collapsible asp. District
Attorney Investigator Bernstein was assigned to assist me with the investigation.
I arrived at the incident location, located directly in front of 40640 Hwy 299, at 0518 hours. I met with
Deputy Havens who described the scene to me. There was a.
Nissan Sentra in the eastbound lane
facing in a northwest direction. Just to the north of the llmvehicle, there was a CHP Ford Explorer in
the east bound lane facing south. The driver door of the llllvehicle was open, along with the front
vehicle, I observed a gurney that appeared to
passenger door of the CHP vehicle. To the rear of the.
have a covered body on it and also a large area on the pavement that appeared to be covered in suspected
blood. While on scene, I learned that CHP Officer Eric Nelson had arrived during the incident to assist
succumbing to his injuries.
Officer Gray and tased prior to The entire CIRT team arrived a short time later, along with CHP's Major Accident Investigation Team
(MAIT) and Administrative Team. Department of Justice criminalists
anived and began to process the scene for evidence. E.T. assisted DOJ with collecting
evidence. Refer to DOJ and E.T.rep01is for futiher information.
Investigator Bernstein and Officer Dias responded to the CHP resident post in Willow Creek to process
CHP Officer Eric Nelson for potential evidence. Refer to Investigator Bernstein's report for further
infotmation.
Investigator Franco and Sgt. Dokweiler canvassed the neighborhood for potential witnesses of the
incident. Refer to Investigator Franco and Sgt. Dokweiler's reports for futiher information.
Detective Wilcox, CHP Shooting Team Investigator Rauch and I spoke with the residents above the
Early Bird Restaurant, which is the residence located at 40640 HWY 299. We first spoke with (W)
at 0736 hours. The interview with-wa~ recorded and later burned to a
statement. Refer to the audio CD
CD and booked into evidence. The following is a summary offor full and complete details.
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was lying awake in bed and heard a car driving through the gravel.then heard a loud
crash type of sound, which sounded like someone had hit the building. After hearing the loud crash
looked out her window and noticed the power pole was broken in
sound, the power went outhalf and saw cmllcar north of her building. The car then turned around and backed up to the location it
was found in. At this point,did not know the vehicle had hit the power pole because she was not
able to see any damage, but believed it was possibly a passerby.~ent and got her dad, (W)
who was asleep in their living room.told that the power pole was down
outside and that the power was out.also told about the car outside, but told him she did
not believe it had hit the power pole because she did not see any damage on the car.
told to call 911 , which she did. At about this time,brother, (W)
who will be
woke up and asked what was going on.
explained to that the
referred to aspower pole was down and that she andwere going to go and investigate the damage.

went outside, just next to their building.began to take pictures
of the scene with his camera.then noticed a male just north of where the.
vehicle
if he was ok.~eard the male~spond, but
was located. asked the male hen walked closer to where they were standing and
could not tell what he had stated. The maleasked, "What?"again asked the male if he was ok, to which he replied that he was
fine . The male began to walk away and asked him ifhe was sure he was ok. The male
old the ~~ that he was not fine if he hit the power
again stated that he was fine . noticed a vehicle coming towards them
pole. The male
then walked away to the north.and the male
walked into the middle of the roadway. When the vehicle was about 50 to 100 feet
away from the male
saw the mal~ throw something on the ground and heard
what she believed was glass breaking. As the vehicle came closer to the malehe jumped out of
the roadway.
I askedif the vehicle kept going. stated yes, and that she does not believe the vehicle saw
the malebecause he was wearing dark clothing. described the clothing as black shorts
and a black poncho style jacket.continued by stating that continued to take
photographs and when the flash was lighting up the scene, he noticed afender near the crash scene.
At this time~elieved the ar had been the one to hit the power pole
nd
returned to their residence and she called 911 again and notified them that themllcar was
involved in the crash.

~as watching the scene from the upstairs window and saw a police vehicle drive by. -

then
saw the police vehicle tum around and come back to the scene and park where the police vehicle was
found . I confirmed with
hat the vehicle she was referring to was the same one Officer Gray was
driving. At this time,
did not know where the male
was at, but then saw him step out of
thvehicle.believed the male ~aid something, but they were unable to hear what he
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said due to their generator rnnning. The nrnl~then returned to his vehicle. After some time
passed,saw the police officer get out of his vehicle. The police officer walked between the two
vehicle's driver door.saw the malevehicles and stood about five feet away from thget out ~ vehicle and stand there for about two to three seconds and then he charged the police
officer. ~w what she thought was a "bat thing", but later went outside and learned it was a
machete. After charging the police officer, the male knocked the police officer down, got on top
of him and was beating him. ~eard the police officer scream and then heard gun fire. At this
had shot the
point,was unable to tell exactly ~t believed the malepolice officer. After hearing the gun fire, left the bedroom and went and hid in
their laundry room. began to freak out because she could not see where the male was or
then heard a horn start honking. was looking out the window and
what he was doing.stated that the ambulance was there.was going to call 911 to tell them that the scene was not safe
for the ambulance crew. At about this time, Officer Nelson ani.ved on scene. was told that it was
flop out from behind the
ok to come out of the laundry room, which she did and saw the male lmvehicle. noticed the malewas completely naked, but she was not sure when he took
his clothing off heard Officer Nelson telling the maleto "stay down", but the male
was flipping Officer Nelson off and stating, "fuck you" and "just shoot me."saw the
maleflop towards Officer Nelson, which is when she believed Officer Nelson tased him. noticed that after the male was tased, he continued flipping Officer Nelson off and yelling at
him. told that Officer Nelson needed help, so he went outside to assist. As was
believed that Officer Nelson had tased the maleagain.
heading outside to help-

got outside and asked Officer Nelson if he needed ~stated yes and asked
to get behind him. then saw their neighbor,arrived to assist as well.
to grab the male ankles and
to grab an arm so
heard Officer Nelson tell
noticed that after the male was handcuffed, medical personnel
anived on scene.
went outside and heard a medical member ask to take the
handcuffs off the maleOfficer Nelson told them no, and then the malestarted banging
his head on the pavement. Medica~nel told the male to stop and that he was only hurting
himself, but he continued to do it. saw medical personnel unsuccessfully try to revive the male
was aware that medical personnel was attending to the hurt officer, and head someone
found out that the ROlice officer's finger was lying on the ground and she knew
ask, "where is it. "that they marked where it was found. I asked what they marked the finger with. stated a
coin, which she believed was a penny.
stated she
I asked when she heard the initial crash, if she knew what time it was. if the window in the
believed it was around 1: 15AM or 1:30AM. Investigator Rauch asked bedroom overlooking the scene was open during the incident.stated she believed the window
was open just before the shots were fired or just after. Investigator Rauch asked if she had
Date:
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noticed any injuries on the male prior to the altercation with the police officer. stated that
if the male was facing the
they had not noticed any injuries. Investigator Rauch askedvehicle that was driving towards him when he was standing in the middle of the road. stated yes.
if it appeared that the male was aware the vehicle was driving
Investigator Rauch asked towards him.tated yes, and added that the male ~not go out into the street until he
stated it seemed as though the male wanted to get
saw the vehicle driving towards him .•
hit by the vehicle.
Investigator Rauch asked if she saw anything in the male
hands when he was contacted
by the~officer. ~d no. Investigator Rauch asked
about when she heard the gun
shots.stated the police officer was on his back and she heard the shots and saw the flashes.
what the
added that she heard seven to ten shots being fired. Investigator Rauch asked
male
did after the shots were fired.
stated she only saw the first three or four shots being
stated during those first tlu-ee or four shots,
fired before they left to go hide in the laund1y room.
the male
was still on top of the police officer. Investigator Rauch asked
to describe what
stated the male
had pretty much tackled the
she meant by on top of the police officer.
police officer so he was literally on top of him.
stated once the male
tackled the police
officer, she could see him swinging at him and then she heard the police officer scream followed by the
gun fire .
what kind of lighting was illuminating the scene after the power went out.
stated
I asked
at first they could not see anything, but after the police officer pulled up, he had his headlights and spot
lights on so they could see eve1ything. Investigator Rauch asked
when the male
was
flopping around on the ground, if he was on his back of his stomach.
stated he was on both.
if the male
ever sat up .
stated she never saw him sit up,
Investigator Rauch asked
but he did raise one of his legs up and put his foot on the ground a couple of times.
added that
after the male
had been tased, he rolled towards the police officer and the Taser wires got
wrapped around him.
stated at one point, the male
started ripping the Taser probes off of
himself.
Investigator Rauch asked
how much time elapsed from the time handcuffs were put on the male
till medical personnel alTived .
stated it was really fast and estimated it was a minute or
less.
stated
went up to the first police officer's vehicle and asked if he was ok.
Investigator Rauch confirmed with
that the police officer was in his vehicle at this point.
stated that at some point, she was not sure when, the police officer had got into his vehicle. Investigator
Rauch asked
what she believed would have happened had the police officer not fired his
weapon.
stated he would have been killed. Investigator Rauch asked
in her mind, what .
the male
intent was .
stated to kill him.
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I asked
if she ever heard the police officer say anything prior to the attack.
stated no.
Detective Wilcox asked
when the police officer got out of his vehicle and approached the
vehicle, if he was casual and relaxed.
stated that the police officer did seem casual. Detective
stated no.
Wilcox asked if it appeared the police officer was making a tactical approach.
stated no. Detective Wilcox asked
Detective Wilcox asked if the police officer had his gun out.
when the police officer was standing with the male
if the police officer was in a fighting
stated no, that it appeared the police officer was just standing there. I asked
how
stance.
much time elapsed between the time that the male
attacked the police officer and the shots were
fired.
stated it was about 10 to 15 seconds.
if the police officer was in a unif01m.
stated it was a CHP
Investigator Rauch asked
unif01m. Investigator Rauch asked
if she recognized it as a police unifo1m.
stated yes. I
if the bloody area to the rear of the
vehicle was the same area that the male
asked
stated yes.
was flopping around.
The interview with

ended a short time later.

at about 0817 hours. The interview with
was digitally recorded and
We next spoke with
statement. Refer
later burned to a CD and booked into evidence. The following is a summaiy of
to the audio CD for full and complete details.
was awoken by
who was telling him the power pole was down.
got to a window
and looked outside and saw the
vehicle parked on the street. They then began to take photographs
called 911 to tell them that the power pole was broken. After speaking with
from the window.
911 , they went outside to take more pictures. Once outside,
noticed a male
north of their
yelled out to the male
asking if he was ok. The male
replied back
residence.
stated something to the effect of, if you hit a power pole, you're not fine. The
that he was fine.
then noticed a vehicle driving towards them and he
male
replied again that he was fine.
then saw the male
make an abrupt
believed the male
was lighting a flare.
movement as if breaking a bottle. The vehicle that was driving towards them had to swerve out of the
told
and
that something was not right
way so it wouldn't hit the male
then called 911 again, but could not
with the male
and that he was acting weird.
and
went back inside their residence and was
remember exactly why.
saw a police officer pull up and park right in front of the
watching from the window again.
saw the police officer walk up to the
vehicle and the male
jump out of the
vehicle.
believed the male
had possession of a gun. The male
then went after the
vehicle.
police officer and at this point,
got
and
out of the room in case bullets were
called 911 again and
told her to tell the 911 operator that the
fired in their direction.
police officer had to have been killed because there was about six or seven shots fired .
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returned to the bedroom to look out the window, but could not see the male
anywhere.
began to call his neighbors to tell them there was a guy who just shot a cop. After some time, the
vehicle.
ambulance arrived at the scene and he saw the male
go to the back of the
where the police officer was at this point.
stated he did not
Investigator Rauch asked
contacted 911 again to tell them that the male
was hiding behind the vehicle.
know.
was advised that additional police officers were on the way.
then saw Officer Nelson pull
could see that the male
was now naked, but he had not been
up behind the
vehicle.
saw the male
lying on the pavement and heard Officer Nelson shouting at
naked before.
was unable to make out exactly what Officer Nelson was
the male
Due to the generator,
saying. After some time,
did not see anyone else show up to help Officer Nelson, so he went
grabbed the male
ankles and
, who had come from across
outside to assist.
aims . Officer Nelson then put handcuffs on him.
the street to help, grabbed one of the male
if he ever saw the male
get back into the
vehicle at any point.
stated
I asked
continued by stating he could not swear to it that the male
he saw no1ih of their
no.
to
residence was the same male
involved in the shooting. Investigator Rauch asked
stated it was dark and he believed
desc1ibe the male
he had seen north of their residence.
stated yes .
he was wearing dark clothing. Investigator Rauch asked if he could tell it was a male.
had or his race.
stated
Investigator Rauch asked if he could tell what color hair the male
if he witnessed the shots being fired .
stated he watched when it initially
no . I asked
if both
started and it seemed six or seven shots were fired. Investigator Rauch asked
stated the male
was lunging towards the police officer. I asked
if
were standing.
he heard anyone say anything or scream.
stated he didn't hear anything.
I asked
after Officer Nelson arrived, if he ever saw Officer Nelson taser the male
stated no. I asked
if he witnessed the male
rolling around on the pavement.
stated
initially he saw the male
lying on the pavement and Officer Nelson was telling him something.
stated it seemed the male
was agitated and when he got outside to help Officer Nelson, he
saw the male
slam his head on the pavement a couple of times and slam his feet on the
if he ever heard the male
say anything to Officer Nelson.
stated
pavement. I asked
he never heard anything while he was there.
knowing what he now knew, what he believed would have happened if
Investigator Rauch asked
the police officer wouldn't have fired his weapon.
stated, "Oh shit, that guy was on him, I mean
when the first police officer approached the
vehicle, if he ran
he was all over him." I asked
stated no, that he was walking up to the vehicle and was about 10 to 15 feet
up to the vehicle.
away from the vehicle when the male
opened the door and took off after the police officer.
what the first police officer was wearing.
stated he did not
Investigator Rauch asked
if he recognized him as a police officer.
stated he did
know. Investigator Rauch asked
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stated it was dark, but he immediately

if it was possible that the male
was defending himself from the
Detective Wilcox asked
police officer.
stated he is not biased, but he did not see what the police officer could have done.
if the police officer approached the
vehicle in a threatening
Investigator Rauch asked
manner.
stated no. Detective Wilcox asked
when he went outside to assist Officer
Nelson, if he anned himself.
stated no.
The interview with

ended a short time later.

at about 0839 hours. The interview with
Investigator Rauch and I next spoke with
was digitally recorded and later burned to a CD and booked into evidence. The following is a summary
of
statement. Refer to the audio CD for full and complete details.
was semi awake when he saw the power flicker and then go out.
heard
and
walking around trying to figure out what was going on. They all then went into the back bedroom
and saw the power pole broken in half and the
vehicle parked near it.
went and grabbed
began to take photographs and
his camera and they all went outside to see what was going on.
saw a male
walking around the
vehicle.
yelled out to the guy and asked if he was
asked the male
again if he
ok. The male
yelled back, "What?" several times.
heard his dad say something, but he couldn't hear
was ok. The male
stated, "Oh yea."
it because he was trying to get more pictures, but he heard the male
yell back that he was fine.
While taking photographs,
and
noticed the broken fender by the power pole was the
vehicle. They all went back into the residence and called 911.
went into
same color as the
the back bedroom and began to take more photographs. After a while,
observed a CHP police
officer drive east, pass the scene, tum around, drive back by and then come and park in front of the
vehicle.
believed the male
was back in the
vehicle at this point.
After the police officer arrived,
saw the male
open the door, stand up and shout
said due to the generator. I asked
something.
was unable to hear what the male
if he believed the male
recognized that it was a police officer.
stated yes, because
the police officer's lights were on.
stood at the window for five to 10 minutes and both the
male
and the police officer were just sitting in their vehicles. Finally, the police officer got out of
his vehicle and began to approach the
vehicle.
believed the police officer was about two
saw the male
get out of his vehicle and within three seconds, he
or three feet away.
attacked the police officer.
saw the male
get one good punch in to the police officer
witnessed about four flashes from the gun fire
and then saw him on top of the police officer.
and then heard the rest, which totaled about seven to eight shots.
dropped to the floor and
went to their laundry room.
called 911 again and
began to call their neighbors .
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believed the police officer was dead at this point, because he thought the male
shots. After about three to four minutes,
heard honking of a car horn.
who was on the telephone with neighbors .
reassure

201405811

had fired the
was t1ying to

then stated that the ambulance was
heard the horn honking for about 20 to 30 minutes.
to go to the back room.
saw
on scene. After some time,
told
and
Officer Nelson tase the male
who was then naked.
went and retrieved his camera
again and when he came back,
said that he was going to go outside to help Officer Nelson.
if he witnessed the male
throw something on the ground.
stated
I asked
if he was ok, the male
statied
when he was outside and right after he asked the male
walking up the road.
saw a vehicle driving towards the male
while he was in the
roadway.
saw the male
make a motion as if throwing something on the ground, and
then heard a shattering sound.
saw the vehicle drive past the male
but believed it was
only about two feet about from him.
if the first police officer ran up to the
vehicle.
stated no and added that
I asked
if the police officer had any weapons.
he walked very slowly. Investigator Rauch asked
stated not at first, but his view was blocked by a bar across the window. Investigator Rauch
stated he had been in the police
asked
how he recognized him as a police officer.
vehicle and the lights were on. Investigator Rauch asked
what the police officer was wearing.
if he thought the police officer
stated he couldn't tell because it was dark. I asked
if the police officer had dorie anything to
was being aggressive.
stated no. I asked
instigate the male
to attack him.
stated not that he could tell. I asked
how
long had elapsed from the time the male
attacked the police officer to when the shots were fired.
stated it was about four to five seconds.
what he believed would have happened if the police officer wouldn't
Investigator Rauch asked
have fired his weapon.
stated the police officer would have been in pretty se1ious shape after
if the
the way the male
was on top of him and beating him. Investigator Rauch asked
male
was straddling the police officer.
stated the male
went to hit the police
officer at face level and it knocked the police officer back and he went down.
stated it
appeared as though the male
would have been on top of the police officer beating him in the face
if the police officer wouldn't have fired his weapon. Investigator Rauch asked
if he was able
to get a good look at the male
stated no .
if he heard anything being said.
after he had seen Officer Nelson tase the male
stated he either saw -Officer Nelson tase the male
or the male
had just been
tased because he could see the wires .
stated he heard the male
yell, "No" in a ve1y
deep and horrifying voice.
stated he heard the male
yell that twice. I asked
I asked
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if he ever heard Officer Nelson say anything.
stated after
went outside to help Officer
Nelson, he heard Officer Nelson say either, help me restrain him or put the handcuffs on.
The interview with

ended a sh01i time later.

E.T.
later provided me with a CD that contained the photographs from
Sgt. Freese made anangements for the SD card to be returned to

camera.

At about 1140 hours, Deputy Coroner Enright arrived at the scene. Deputy Coroner Enright later took
custody of
body and advised me that there would be an autopsy on 12/20/14 at 8:00AM. I
notified Sgt. Freese of the autopsy and requested she attend. Refer to Sgt. Freese's report for info1mation
regarding the autopsy.
Humboldt Tow also anived on scene and took possession of the
Nissan Sentra and Officer Gray's
Expedition. The vehicles were towed to Humboldt Towing, located at 101 H Street in Eureka, where
they would be stored until they could be processed for evidence.
On 12/22/14 at about 1330 hours, Investigator Bernstein and I responded to the CHP Station in Arcata to
conduct Officer Nelson's interview. Refer to Investigator Bernstein's repo1i for further information
regarding the interview of Office Nelson.
On 12/24/14 at about 0800 hours, I responded to Humboldt Tow to process the
Nissan Sentra and
Officer Gray's CHP patrol vehicle. Also present were
from DOJ, Sgt. Beny and
Scott Neitzke from CHP, Chris Dugger and Brode Mitchel from CHP's MAIT team and Investigator
Bernstein from the District Attorney's Office. Sgt. Beny removed the M-VARS hard drive from Officer
Gray's patrol vehicle and sealed it in an evidence bag. Sgt. Berry then took custody of the hard drive.
Refer to the DOJ and MAIT team reports for further inf01mation in regards to the processing of the
vehicles.
On 12/30/14 at about 1215 hours, hwestigator Bernstein and I met with CHP Sgt. Garcia and
Investigator Steve Rauch at the CHP station in Redding. Prior to meeting with Officer Gray, we
reviewed the M-VARS footage from Officer Gray's patrol vehicle. I later obtained a copy of the MVARS on a CD from Sgt. Freese. The following is a brief summary of the events captured on the MVARS . For full and complete details, refer to the CD, which was booked into evidence.
Officer Gray is driving and approaches the incident location. Officer Gray continues past the incident
location and makes a U-h1m. Officer Gray travels past the incident location and makes another U-h1rn,
coming to rest in front of a
vehicle. The
vehicle appears to have damage to the right front
fender and there is a broken power pole in the background. Officer Gray h1rns on his spot light and a
opens the driver door of the
vehicle and stands up for several seconds. The
gets back
in the vehicle and closes the door. After about one minute, the
begins to move around in the
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vehicle. Approximately 45 seconds later, light from Officer Gray's flashlight can be seen on the right
side of the vehicles. It appears Officer Gray walks behind his patrol vehicle and approaches the
vehicle on the driver side. The
opens the driver door and exits the
vehicle as Officer Gray
approaches. Officer Gray appears to be checking out the
vehicle and then turns to possibly look at
the broken power pole. At this time, a
semi-tiuck drives by. While Officer Gray is possibly
looking at the broken power pole, it appears the
pulls an object out of his sh01is. The
then swings the object at Officer Gray. Officer Gray turns to his light and falls to the ground, out of sight
of the M-V ARS . While Officer Gray is falling to the ground, it appears his right hand is on his duty
weapon. The
follows Officer Gray and raises the object above his head and comes down, which
appeared to be an additional swing at Officer Gray. The
then follows Office Gray out of view
from the M-VARS. While the
and Officer Gray are out of view, the light from Officer Gray's
flashlight is seen moving along with movement, possibly from Officer Gray or the
feet. From
the time Officer Gray approached the
to the time that the
attacked Officer Gray,
approximately 13 seconds had elapsed.
Approximately 4 minutes and 17 seconds after Officer Gray and the
go out of view, the
is seen picking up Officer Gray's flashlight and running back to the
vehicle. Once in the vehicle, the
appears to drink something. The
remains in the vehicle and appears to be frequently
moving around. After several minutes, the driver door opens. Then one minute later, feet appear near the
driver door. Approximately one minute later, the
appears near the rear of the vehicle, crawling
on the pavement. The
then falls onto the pavement, lying on his stomach. At this point, the
appears to be naked. As the
falls to the ground, a vehicle is approaching the scene with
lights flashing. The
rolls from his stomach to his back while still on the pavement. A second
officer approaches the
and then backs away and is unable to be seen due to the flashing lights.
The
begins to roll around on the pavement, and blood can be seen on his body. Eventually, two
people approach the scene and assist the second officer in placing the
into custody.
The M-V ARS footage continues for an extended period of time. Dming this time, ambulance personnel
aiTived and render aid to the
The
appeared to be declared dead and his body is covered.
Refer to the M-VARS for further detailed inf01mation.
At about 1315 hours, Investigator Bernstein and I met with Officer Gray at his residence in Redding,
California to obtain his statement. Also present for the interview was CHP Sgt. Annie Garcia, CHP
Investigator Steve Rauch, Area Representative Doug Morrison and Association Representative Officer
. The interview with Officer Gray, who will be refe1Ted to as Timothy, was digitally
recorded and later burned to a CD and booked into evidence. The following is a summary of Timothy's
statement. Refer to the audio CD for full and complete details.
I started the interview with Timothy by advising him that he was not under ·arrest and was not compelled
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to answer any questions . I acknowledged that Timothy was voluntarily giving us a statement.
I asked Timothy to spell his name and give me his I.D. number. Timothy spelt his name out as T-I-M-0T-H-Y G-R-A-Y and stated his I.D. number was 20382. I asked Timothy his hire date with CHP.
Timothy stated he staiied at the CHP Academy on January 9th, 2012. I asked Timothy if he had any other
law enforcement experience. Timothy stated no. I asked Timothy what his unit designation was during
the night of the incident. Timothy stated it was Humboldt 16-74. I asked Timothy what beat he was
assigned during that shift. Timothy stated he was on call so it covered the entire area of the resident post.
I asked Timothy was cities or towns the resident post incorporated. Timothy stated it incorporated
Willow Creek and a lot of area. I asked Timothy what his knowledge of the area was. Timothy stated he
had just transferred there, so he was still in the process of learning the area. I asked Timothy what his
date of transfer was. Timothy stated he believed his first shift worked in the area was 12/03/14. I asked
Timothy what his normal shift hours were. Timothy stated lO:OOAM to 10:30PM. I asked Timothy who
his supervisor was. Timothy stated it was Sgt. Berry. I asked Timothy if that was his supervisor the night
of the incident. Timothy stated yes. I asked Timothy when he last worked, p1ior to the shift that the
incident took place. Timothy stated he worked the day before the incident, which was on 12/ 17/14 and it
was a training day for him, so his work hours were 7:00AM to 7:00PM. I asked Timothy what kind of
training it was he attended. Timothy stated it was pistol range, physical methods of arrest review and
policy review. I asked Timothy what policy was reviewed. Timothy stated he could not recall. I asked
Timothy ifhe had any second jobs. Timothy stated no . I asked Timothy ifhe had consumed any
alcoholic beverages in the 24 hours prior to the incident. Timothy stated no. I asked Timothy if he had
any medical conditions that might have impacted his judgment or physical abilities. Timothy stated no. I
asked Timothy when the last time was that he slept prior to the incident. Timothy stated he had gone to
bed around lO:OOPM on 12/ 17/14 and slept until he received a telephone call from dispatch, which was
about 1:40AM on 12118/ 14. I asked Timothy if he was taking any medications prior to the incident.
Timothy stated no .
I asked Timothy to describe the injuries he sustained during the incident. Timothy stated his left ulna
was broken in four different places, he received a laceration that wraps around his left forearm that is
approximately 10 inches in length, a laceration on the palm of his left hand that filleted his palm open
and is approximately six to eight inches in length, his left hand middle finger was severed from the top
knuckle up, extensive tendon and nerve damage in the left arm, a laceration on the left side of his face
that started at his nose and went down to his lip and spilt his lip open, a laceration on his gums and his
tooth that cracked the tooth, a bullet in his left leg, a cut on his right knee and a laceration on his right
shoulder. I asked Timothy if the bullet was still in his leg. Timothy stated yes. I asked Timothy ifhe had
surgery on his left leg. Timothy stated no. I asked Timothy if he had surgery on his left arm. Timothy
stated he had extensive surgery on his left aim.
I asked Timothy if he wears glasses or contacts. Timothy stated no. I asked Timothy if he had any other
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vision problems. Timothy stated no. I asked Timothy to describe the unifonn he was wearing during the
incident. Timothy stated he was wearing a blue CHP utility unifonn that had a cloth badge on the right
side, both shoulders have a CHP patch, on the back is a large reflective flap that says CHP and he was
also wearing a blue ball cap that displays the CHP logo. I asked Timothy to describe the gear that he
wears on his duty belt. Timothy stated he has an asp, two extra magazines for his fireaim, a taser, two
single pouch handcuff cases, OC spray and his fireann . I asked Timothy to desc1ibe where on his duty ·
belt each item was placed. Timothy stated his firearm was located on his right side, to the front of that is
the OC spray and then the extra magazines. Timothy stated on his left side is his asp and then to the rear
of his asp is the taser followed by the two handcuff cases on his back. I asked Timothy if it was trne that
his unifo1m was cut off of him at the scene of the incident. Timothy stated yes. I asked Timothy what
happened to his boots. Timothy stated he was not sure. I asked Timothy ifthere was anything else that
was damaged. Timothy stateq he did not know. Investigator Bernstein asked Timothy ifhe had any
personal items on his person during the incident. Timothy stated he had a knife, pens and paper in his
lapel pockets and also a flashlight. Investigator Bernstein asked Timothy if the uniform he had on was
similar to a Ackerman rain suit. Timothy stated yes. I asked Timothy where on his person he kept his
knife. Timothy stated it was in his right pocket.
I asked Timothy to describe the vehicle number, make and model of the vehicle he was driving the night
of the incident. Timothy stated he did not know the year, but it was a Ford Explorer. Timothy stated he
was not sure what the vehicle number was because it was a new vehicle to him. I asked Timothy to
describe the markings on the vehicle. Timothy stated it was a fully marked black and white CHP patrol
vehicle. I asked Timothy where on the vehicle it was marked. Timothy stated both right and left doors
have badges and it also states Highway Patrol in reflective lettering on rear of the vehicle. I asked
Timothy if the vehicle was equipped with lights and sirens. Timothy stated yes. I asked Timothy if this
was the vehicle he usually drove. Timothy stated yes. I asked Timothy if he was a single officer unit at
the time of the incident. Timothy stated yes .
I asked Timothy to describe the make, model and color of his duty weapon. Timothy stated it was a
Smith and Wesson 4006, .40 caliber and silver with a black handle. I asked Timothy if this was a
weapon issued by his department. Timothy stated yes . I asked Timothy if there are any special
modifications on the weapon. Timothy stated no. I asked Timothy if he knew what kind of ammunition
is used. Timothy stated it's a hollow point and he believes the make is Ranger. I asked Timothy if it is
department issued ammunition. Timothy stated yes. I asked Timothy how many live rounds were loaded
into the weapon. Timothy stated the magazine had 11 and there was one in the chamber. I asked
Timothy if that was how he was canying it that night. Timothy stated yes. I asked Timothy if both his
extra magazines were loaded with 11 rounds. Timothy stated yes. I asked Timothy his last qualification
date. Timothy stated he did not know the specific date, but it was within the last year. I asked Timothy if
he was canying any other firearm on his person. Timothy stated no. I asked Timothy if there were any
other firearms in his patrol vehicle. Timothy stated there is a shotgun, a rifle and a Glock. I asked
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Timothy what kind of Glock he had. Timothy stated it was a Glock 27 and that it is a .40 caliber. I asked
Timothy how many rounds he had in the Glock. Timothy stated he believed it had 10 rounds . Timothy
stated he also had two extra nine round magazines for the Glock.
I asked Timothy to describe the location of the incident. Timothy stated it was dark, cool and d1y.
Timothy stated aside for his patrol vehicle there was no other lighting that he could recall. I asked
Timothy what the traffic conditions were like. Timothy stated it was very light traffic. h1Vestigator
Bernstein asked Timothy what kind of call he was dispatched to. Timothy stated he was originally
dispatched to a pole down in the roadway and that there might be a vehicle nearby.

I asked Timothy to describe the incident to me from beginning to end. Timothy stated he received a
telephone call on his cell phone from dispatch stating that there was a pole down and possibly a vehicle
nearby. Timothy asked if anything was blocking the roadway and dispatch stated they did not know.
Timothy got ready and drove to the incident location on HWY 299. Timothy drove from the west in the
eastbound lane. As Timothy approached the scene, he could see a vehicle on the right shoulder. Timothy
drove past the incident location so he could observe the scene and see if there was possibly any other
vehicle involved. Timothy was able to see damage on the front right area of the vehicle and a power pole
that was broken in half. Timothy made a U-turn and came back westbound and made another U-h1rn so
he was facing eastbound. Timothy then parked in front of the vehicle. At this point, Timothy turned on
his rear directional lights, his take down lights and his left spot light. Timothy advised dispatch that he
was on scene, but did not get an immediate response. Timothy stayed in his vehicle until dispatch
acknowledged that he was on scene. Timothy advised dispatch that there was a pole down and that they
needed to contact PG&E. While speaking to dispatch, Timothy observed a
sit up in the driver
when he first pulled in front
seat of the vehicle in front of him. Timothy did not recall seeing this
of the vehicle. The subject opened the drive's door and stood up and looked at Timothy. The
then
sat back in the vehicle. After communicating with dispatch, Timothy got out of his patrol vehicle with
his flashlight in his left hand and walked behind his patrol vehicle and then to the driver's side of the
other vehicle. At this time, the
had got out and stood up by the driver's door. As Timothy got
closer to the vehicle, both he and the
moved away from the vehicle and were standing about four
or five feet away from each other. Timothy stated to the
"What's going on, what happened." The
replied, "I got in a car accident." As the
was saying this, Timothy turned to his right to
look at the power pole that was down. When Timothy turned back around to look at the
the
turned his body away from
and reached his hand to his side. At this time,
noticed the
body rotate in a manner that indicated to him that the
was going to swing at
·him; Timothy saw an object in the
right hand and reached up with his left arm to block the
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blow. Timothy was hit and experienced the worst pain he had ever felt in his life. Timothy felt as though
his left arm was taken off. Timothy knew as soon as he was hit that the
was attacking him.
Timothy was sent backwards by the hit and let out an audible response of, "What the fuck." Timothy
recalls his own voice standing out to him as a cry. At this time, Timothy had fallen onto his back. The
followed Timothy and continued to hit him. Timothy knew that if the
continued and he
did not do anything to defend himself, the
was going to kill him. Timothy had his arm up and
one leg up in an attempt to create distance between himself and the
. Timothy pulled his gun out
and immediately began to shoot at the
. After firing his weapon, the
dropped to Timothy's
left side. Timothy then got up and tried to communicate with his dispatch from his portable radio, but
was unable to make contact with them. Timothy looked down and noticed that the cord com1ecting the
portable radio to his lapel microphone was no longer connected. While looking down, Timothy also
noticed that his finger was gone. Timothy ran back to his patrol vehicle to use the radio to make contact
with dispatch and let them know he needed help. Timothy told dispatch that there was an 11-99, which
was their code for officer needs emergency assistance. While Timothy was standing next to his patrol
vehicle and trying to explain the situation to dispatch, he began to feel as though everything was getting
dark. Timothy's vision began to close in, so he got into his patrol vehicle and locked the door. Timothy
did this because he felt if he went blind, he would be very vulnerable. Timothy recalled hitting the lock
button, but as soon as he did that, everything went black. Timothy was unsure if he had blacked out, but
as he was sitting in his vehicle, he began to communicate with dispatch the situation and what he
believed his injuries were. Timothy communicated with dispatch that he could not see and did not know
where the
was located. As Timothy was sitting in his patrol vehicle, he heard the
yell out,
"Just kill me, just kill me." The next thing Timothy remembered was hearing a horn honking for quite
some time. After some more time, Timothy's vision slowly began to return. Timothy felt as if a filter had
been put over his vision. Everything appeared very grainy to him. Timothy then saw the lights of the
ambulance and then saw them drive past him. Timothy told his dispatch to tell the ambulance crew not
whereabouts were unknown. Timothy next saw the
to get out of their vehicle because the
was naked. At
get out of his vehicle and crawl to the street. Timothy noticed that the
about this same time, Timothy saw another unit arrive on scene. Timothy recalled seeing someone come
from his right, near where the buildings were, and also someone pull up in a huck and help the officer.
One of the two men that assisted the officer came over to Timothy's patrol vehicle. Then the ambulance
showed up and started rendering aid to him.
I asked Timothy to describe any buildings or businesses that were in the general area of the incident
location. Timothy stated there was a giant two story yellow building on the south side of HWY 299.
Timothy stated he believed it was a burger joint. Timothy stated beyond the burger joint there was
housing.
I asked Timothy to describe the vehicle the subject was in. Timothy stated it was either a
or
four door Toyota. I asked Timothy after getting out and contacting the driver of the vehicle, if he
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recognized him. Timothy stated no. I asked Timothy if he believed he had ever met him before. Timothy
stated no. I asked Timothy if he was advised of the
name. Timothy stated yes . I asked Timothy
after hearing the
name, if he believed he had ever had any interactions with the
.
Timothy stated no.
with a weapon at any point. Timothy stated no. I asked
I asked Timothy if he had seen the
Timothy if he saw where the
pulled the weapon from. Timothy stated it was from the
right side, but he did not know where it came from beyond that. I asked Timothy how many times the
swung at him. Timothy stated he was not sure. I asked Timothy if he had viewed the M-V ARS
footage. Timothy stated yes. I asked Timothy if he was hit with the first swing from the
Timothy
stated yes, that he was hit in the foreaim. Timothy stated that hit was what broke his ulna. I asked
Timothy if that was the same swing that he lost his finger to and received the cuts on his face. Timothy
stated no, those were different swings.
I asked Timothy when the
was on top of him, if the
was still standing. Timothy stated he
believe so, but was not 100% sure. Timothy stated he had his arm and leg up to prevent the
from
getting on top of him, but he is not sure if the
weight was on him. I asked Timothy if the
was saying anything during the attack. Timothy stated no .
I asked Timothy to describe how he received the bullet wound on his leg. Timothy stated he did not
know. I asked Timothy if the
shot him. Timothy stated not that he knew of. Timothy added that
he believed it was from his own duty weapon. I asked Timothy if he ever saw the
with a gun.
Timothy stated no. I asked Timothy about the statement he made to dispatch about the
assaulting
him with an asp. Timothy stated he believed he did tell dispatch that, but that was the first thing his
mind went to knowing that officers usually wear asps on their duty belts. I asked Timothy if he felt the
was trying to kill him. Timothy stated yes, after receiving the first hit from the
he knew
he would be killed if he didn't defend himself.
I asked Timothy after the
was shot and fell to the left, if he continued to fight. Timothy stated no.
I asked Timothy what exactly the
did at that point. Timothy stated he was just on the ground.
Investigator Bernstein asked Timothy if he had used his loud speaker to communicate with the
prior to the assault. Timothy stated no. Investigator Bernstein asked Timothy if there was any other
communication between him and the
, other than him asking what happened and the
stating he had been in an accident. Timothy stated no. Investigator Bernstein asked Timothy if he knew
he had shot the
after firing his weapon. Timothy stated no. Investigator Bernstein asked Timothy
when it was that he knew he had been shot in the leg. Timothy stated after running to his patrol vehicle
and ·locking himself inside, his leg began to hurt pretty badly. Timothy stated it was at that time he knew
his leg had been injured, but he did not know what from . Investigator Bernstein asked Timothy if.he
knew how many times he fired. Timothy stated no. Investigator Bernstein asked Timothy ifhe had rePrepared By:
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holstered his duty weapon after the shooting. Timothy stated yes. Investigator Bernstein asked Timothy
if he had performed a tactical reload of his duty weapon. Timothy stated no . Investigator Bernstein asked
Timothy if he had ever used his other fireatm. Timothy stated no. Investigator Bernstein asked Timothy
if he had used any other weapons on his person, such as his OC spray or asp . Timothy stated no.
The interview with Timothy ended a short time later.
On 03/04/15, I received Deputy Coroner Emight's rep01t, which also contained the toxicology report for
THC (active drng in marijuana) and lithium were detected in
system. Refer to the
toxicology report for quantitative levels and interpretations. On 03/ 10/15, I received reports on this
investigation from DOJ.
After receiving all rep01ts, excluding the medical examiner's report, DOJ analysis rep01t and MATT
repmt, I scheduled a CIRT review meeting for 03/ 17/ 15 at 0900 hours .
On 03/10115, I was contacted by Sgt. Beny from CHP. Sgt. Beny inquired about Timothy's taser and
pointed out that no download had been perfo1med on the taser. I advised Sgt. Beny that I would bring
the taser to him on 03/11115 so he could complete a download. If the download showed that the taser
had not been fired, I would release the taser to him.
On 03/10/15, I checked the taser out of evidence, which was still in Timothy's duty belt. On 03/ 11/15, I
transpmted the taser to Sgt. Beny at the Arcata CHP station. Sgt. Beny performed a download of the
taser, which showed the last time the taser had been fired was on 12/03/14 at 1536 hours . Sgt. Beny
printed me out a copy of the download that showed the last time the taser was fired. See attached form.
At this time, I released the taser to Sgt. Beny.
On 03/ 17/ 15, there was a CIRT review meeting. The following people attended the meeting: Eureka
Police Depaitment Detective Wilcox, Humboldt County Sheriffs Office E.T.
, Humboldt
County Shetiffs Office Investigator Franco, Fortuna Police Depattment Officer Dias, Departmejnt of
Justice Criminalists
, District Attorney Investigator Bernstein, California Highwayy
Patrol Investigator Rauch, California Highway Patrol Sgt. Garcia, California Highway Patrol Sgt. Beny,
California Highway Patrol Officer Neitzke, Humboldt County Deputy Coroner Emight and I.
Collectively we discussed the case and the evidence. After reviewing the case, we agreed as a whole that
there was no evidence to suggest any criminal wrongdoing on the part of Timothy.
As of 03/17 /15, I am still awaiting reports from Dr.
collected, they will be added to the case file.

, DOJ and CHP MATT. When those repmts are

Associated case numbers for repmts that have been recieved as of 03117/ 15:
CHP - F-056-107-14
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APO - 14-4451
District Attorney's Office - DA14-0316
Coroner's Office - C-243-14

DOI - EU-14-001909-0001
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SUPPLEMENT 1 - EVIDENCE COLLECTION/SCENE DOCUMENTATION

On 12/18/2014 at approx. 0330hrs I was contacted by Sgt. Freese to respond to HCSO CID to assist with
an OIS. I was assigned to accompany Detective Franco from HCSO and Sgt. Dokweiler from APD to Mad River
Hospital, where we would photograph and collect the clothing from CHP Officer Timothy Gray.
We arrived at the hospital at 0451hrs. We learned that Officer Gray was being X-rayed and that his
wounds had already been bandaged . We asked around about any of his clothing or if his duty belt was in the
hospital. We looked into the emergency room but did not locate any clothing. We were informed by CHP
Officer Tami Mccanless that Gray came to the hospital with nothing on but his underwear and that his duty belt
was at the scene. Officer Mccanless also informed us that she had taken pictures of Gray's injuries and would
make copies to send to us. We determined that there was nothing further we could do at the hospital and
proceeded to the crime scene, located at 40640 Highway 299 at approx . 0530hrs. We arrived on scene at
approx. 0635hrs.
After arriving on scene, I took overall photos of the scene while being shown areas of interest and
locations of possible evidence by Deputy Havens. At this time it was still not daylight and while these overalls
are fairer representations of the scene at the time of the incident, they are dark and not full of detail. After this
a meeting was held in the command van to assign duties to the different agencies and individuals involved in
investigating and documenting the scene. I was assigned to assist Sr. Criminalists

and

from the CDOJ with photography, measurements, and evidence collection . I would be retaining all
evidence and booking it into the HCSO.
After the briefing, I was instructed to take photos from above the Early Bird Cafe where several
individuals had witnessed the incident. There were two different vantage points. The first vantage I
photographed from was from a second story bedroom window looking out over a balcony. This window had a
view of the highway looking west, where a
and

Ford CHP veh icle, CA plate

west. The CHP vehicle, CA plate

Nissan Sentra, CA plate

was visible. Also in view was a

The CHP vehicle was facing east and the Sentra was facing

was determined to be Officer Gray's. The second vantage was from a

different bedroom window, also on the second floor. This one looked to the north, it did not have a view of
Officer Gray's or the Sentra. It did have a line of sight to the second CHP vehicle that arrived on scene, a
and

Ford, CA plate

, this vehicle was determined to be Officer Eric Nelson's vehicle.

At this time, it had become light enough to take more overall photos of the scene. These photos detail
the locations of the vehicles involved, the surrounding buildings, and the damaged power pole that initiated the
call for service. I took photos of the sides, the front and rear of both CHP vehicles and the Sentra. Midrange
photos were taken showing the relation of blood stains on the ground and the location of the machete to the
vehicle . Evidence markers were placed by Criminalist

alongside all shell casings, several

bloodstains, a folding knife, machete, a lead core and its jacket from a bullet, a broken jar of jam, and the
clothing outside of Officer Gray's vehicle. Midrange photos were taken of these markers to show their relation
to each other and placement in the scene. A close up photo was taken of each piece of evidence next to its
marker. I then collected the evidence in a paper bag. If the item was a blood stain, a swab was taken of the
blood and placed in a swab box. Markers were left in place for the CHP to use in their documentation of the
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scene with a total station .
I assisted Sr. Criminalists

and

from CDOJ in taking measurements of the

locations of items of evidence and the vehicles that were on scene within the crime scene tape . These
measurements were taken using a tape measure and a triangulation method. See their report for distances.
Phot os were taken from across the street out of the second story master bedroom from another
witness's viewpoint. This house is the first driveway on the left on Blue Jay Ln.
Deputy Coroner Trevor Enright arrived on scene to remove the
removal more pictures were taken of the

body. Prior to the bodies

Nissan Sentra from all angles including close ups of the interior of

the vehicle . I was unable to photograph the body of the

at the scene before its removal. I did get a few

photos of it cove red by a yellow tarp on the gurney next to the Nissan Sentra . After the body was removed the
Sentra was sealed by Sgt. Freese at 1323hrs for transport by tow t ruck to the tow ya rd where it would later be
processed for evidence. At 1339hrs the Sentra was unsealed to be put into neutral and then resealed again .
Gray's vehicle was sealed by Sgt. Freese at 1330hrs for transport by tow truck to the tow yard where it would
be processed for evidence at a later date.
Officer Gray's duty belt was removed from the passenger seat of Officer Nelson's vehicle as evidence . It
was photographed and the gun and magazines removed for a round count. Photographs were taken to
document the round count. The handgun was a Smith and Wesson

The magazine was removed

from the gun . It did not have any rounds loaded in it. One round was removed from the chamber of the gun .
The two extra magazines were removed from the duty belt. These were also counted, each magazine
conta ined 11 rounds . The Taser was photographed, all 4 blast doors were still in place .
Several Taser AFIDs and 3 blast doors were collected from the ground from beh ind the

Nissan

Sentra . The location of the aphids was not photographed before their collection and not marked with a
numbered placa rd. Photographs were taken of the location of the blast doors as they were recovered but they
were not marked with a numbered placard . A CD containing footage from the onboard dash camera was
removed from Officer Gray's vehicle by Sgt. Berry. This CD was photographed and t hen retained as evidence by
CHP .
A round count was conducted on the two weapons locked in the center console of Officer Gray's
vehicle . Photographs were taken to document this throughout the enti re process. The SIG Sauer SIG M4000
5.56 NATO rifle serial

CHP with a white sticker denoting 125-Rl5 had the saftey in the on position . There

was no round in the chamber. The magazine removed from the gun (125-Rl5 m2) was full, containing 20
rounds. The second magazine (125-R13 ml) from the left side of the stock was full, containing 20 rounds . The
thi rd magazine (125-Rl5 ml) from the right side of the stock was full, containing 20 rounds. The second
weapon was a Remington 870 Police magnum shotgun serial#

with a white sticker denoting 125-SlS.

The safety was in th e on position . The shotgun contained 4 rounds in the rack and 5 rounds on the stock. After
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the round count these guns were retained by CHP.
A round count was then conducted on the two weapons locked in the center console of Officer Nelson's
vehicle. Photographs were taken to document this t hroughout the entire process . The SIG Sauer SIG M400
5.56 NATO rifle

with a white sticker denoting 125-R17 had the saftey in the on position . There

was no round in the chamber. The magazine removed from the gun was full and contained 30 rounds. The
magazine (125-R17 M2) from the fight side of the stock was full, containing 20 rounds . The magazine (125-R17
M3) from the left side of the stock was full, containing 20 rounds. The second weapon was a Remington 870
Police Magnum shotgun serial#

with a white sticker denoting 125-Sl7. The safety was in the on

position . The shotgun contained four rounds in the rack and 5 rounds on the stock. The passenger side of the
vehicle contained several more magazines which appeared to be full and were not counted. These guns were
also retained by CHP.
Office r Gray's personal bag was removed from his vehicle and his personal firearm was removed from
the bag for a round count. Photos were taken to document the count. The Glock 27 .40 was holstered and the
safety was in the on position . The serial# is

. One round was removed from the chamber. The

magazine removed from the gun was full, containing 9 rounds . The outside of the bag contained two extra
magazines for the Glock, 2 extra magazines for the Smith & Wesson and a magazine for the SIG Sauer. The
Glock magazines were both full one containing 11 rounds and the other 9. The Smith & Wesson magazines
were also full, containing 11 rounds each. The Sig Sauer magazine was full and contained 30 rounds. Officer
Gray's bag, firearm and ammunition were checked into evidence for safekeeping. I took into my possession a
sealed paper bag from Todd Wilcox, which contained Officer Nelson's jumpsuit.
All items collected as evidence were taken back to HCSO. Officer Gray's duty belt, shoes, socks, hat,
watch, t-shirt, and both halves of his jumpsuit were very bloody. These items were lain out in the drying room
to dry before they were to be booked in as evidence. All other items collected were locked in the drying room
until they were to be booked into evidence.
On 12/19/2014 at 0800hrs I retrieved a memory card from the drying room that was collected as item#
44 on scene . A witness had taken photos of the scene during the incident and had provided the memory card
to us. I attempted to copy photos from the memory card to my computer to be burned to a DVD . The
computer had difficulty reading the large amount of data on the card. Sgt. Freese and I requested the
assistance of the DA's office. The DA investigato r was able to transfer the photos from the scene to Sgt.
Freese's thumb drive. I was then able to burn the files from the thumb drive to DVD's. One copy was booked
into evidence and a copy was made each for CHP and investigator Turner. The witness's memory card was not
booked into evidence and was returned to him . The witness's photos are from after the initial crash and prior .
to Officer Gray's arrival. Photos were also taken during the time in wh ich Officer Nelson had arrived on scene.
There do not appear to be photos of the actual attack. All photos taken at the scene we re burned onto a DVD
and booked into evidence. A copy was made for CHP and investigator Turner.
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With the assistance of Sgt. Freese I booked in all the evidence that did not need to be dried further and
generated barcodes for the items still drying. See evidence booking report for a complete list of items booked
into evidence . It should be noted that there will not be an item #11 as this was just a penny marking the
location of Officer Gray's severed fingertip . Photos were taken of its location and the penny was not collected .
There is no item #17 as CDOJ was missing a placard with this number. On scene the witness's memory card was
labeled as item #44, however it was not booked into evidence so Officer Nelson's jumpsuit became item #44.
On 12/20/2014 at 0800hrs I attended the autopsy for

the

coroner case# was C-243-14. The autopsy was performed by Dr.
and

in this case. The

, he was assisted by autopsy techs

. Also, in attendance were Deputy Coroner Trevor Enright, Sgt. Freese from HCSO,

Scott Neitzke from CHP and

from CDOJ . I took photos of the blue body bag detailing the name and case#

written on the outside and the zip tied enclosure. Afte r the blue body bag was opened, white plastic sheeting
was unwrapped from the body and overall pictures were taken . Photos were taken of the face from the front
and both sides. The medical apparatus were removed from the body and more overall photos taken. 2 Taser
barbs were removed and collected in plastic jars as evidence . One Taser barb was from the left side and the
other from the center of the back. The handcuffs were removed and collected in a paper bag as evidence . A
blue belt used to retrain the legs was cut off and collected as evidence . After a pillow and sheet from medical
were removed from under the body overall photos were taken again . A white mesh spit mask was collected in
a paper bag as evidence . Close up photos were taken of 3 Taser aphids, which were also collected in a jar
together as evidence. Midrange and close up photos were taken of the wounds on the front of the body.
Pictures we re taken of the palms and backs of the hands. The wounds were marked with stickers A-M and
photographed with a ruler. Photos were taken documenting the bullet trajectories with the use of rods. A
bullet was removed from the right back, photographed and collected as evidence . A second bullet was
removed from the right back, photographed and collected as evidence . Bullet fragments were removed from
the right cheek, photographed and collected as evidence. A bullet fragment was also removed from the left
forearm, photographed and collected as evidence. A photo was taken showing bruising on the brain. A DNA
card was made with drops of blood from the deceased . All items except the DNA card were taken to the HCSO
drying room to be stored until booked into evidence. See

autopsy report for details about wounds

and the cause of death.
On 12/22/14 at 0730 I booked in the evidence collected from the autopsy along with the remaining
items in the drying room from 12/20/2014. All photos taken at the autopsy were burned to a DVD and booked
into evidence . Copies of the photos were made for Investigator Turner and the Coroner's office. At 0915hrs I
picked up a DNA card from Trevor Enright at the coroner's office and dropped off a copy of the photos taken at
the autopsy. Upon returning to HCSO the DNA card was booked into evidence . See evidence booking repo rt
for a complete and detailed list of all items booked into evidence.
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On December 18, 2014, at approximately 0230 hours, I was contacted at my home by Humboldt County
Sheriff's Office Undersheriff Honsal. I was advised there had been an officer involved shooting in the area of
Willow Creek and asked to initiate the Critical Incident Response Team (CIRT) .
I was advised CHP Officer Grey had responded to a veh icle accident in the Willow Creek area off of highway
299 in front of The Early-bird Cafe . While investigating the accident, the male driver, attacked the CHP Officer
with an unknown weapon . During the altercation, the Officer fired his handgun killing the

I was

advised the deceased was still on scene and the Officer had been transported to Mad River Hospital with major
injuries. I was told that several CHP Officers and deputy sheriffs were responding or had already arrived at the
incident location.
A briefing was held in CID at approximately 0300 hours, I advised all those in attendance the information that I
had obtained up to this point. At the conclusion of the briefing, assignments were given. Detective Jennifer
Turner was assigned as the lead investigator with the co- lead DA Investigator Jack Bernstein. Humboldt County
Sheriff's Office Investigator Franco and Arcata PD Sgt. Todd Dokweiler were assigned to obtain any available
evidence from the involved Officer at the hospital. Eureka Police Department Officer Todd Wilcox was assigned
as evidence processing liaison. Department of Justice Criminalists

and

were

assigned with processing the scene and evidence collection. Humboldt County Sheriff's Office Evidence
Technician

was assigned to assist DOJ. Northern District California Highway Patrol

Investigators were responding from the Redding area along with an Administrative team from California
Highway Patrol. Fortuna Police Department Officer Dias was also assigned to assist District Attorney
Investigator Jack Bernstein and Detective Turner.
I took the role as supervising Sergeant and logistics and liaison officer.
I arrived on scene at approximately 0545 hours. Arcata Police Department deployed their Command Vehicle
and it arrived a short time later. Near the incident location, the team briefed again, including a member of the
CHP Northern Division Investigators and CHP Administrative Team . See Detective Turner's report regarding this
incident. See all related reports .
While on scene, I became aware that there was a digital camera card from a witness that was given to HCSO
Evidence Technician

. I asked him to hold the card and we would have the photographs downloaded

at another time.
At 1320 hrs, I sealed the

vehicle, a

Sentra, with an evidence seal on all doors, so the vehicle could

be processed for evidence at a later date. At 1339 hrs the Sentra was unsealed to be put into neutral and then
resealed again. CHP Officer Gray's vehicle was sealed at 1330 hrs for transport. It would be processed for
evidence at a later date. Both vehicles were transported to Humboldt Towing Eureka, and stored in secured
holding.
On 12/19/2014 at 0830 hours, HCSO

advised me he was having difficulties downloading the digital

camera disk obtained from the witness to CD for booking into evidence . I contacted DAI Peronni and asked for
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assistance. DAI Peronni was able to transfer the photos from the disk to my thumb drive . HCSO Evidence
Technician

was then able to burn the files from the thumb drive to DVD's. One copy was booked into

evidence and a copy was made each for CHP and Investigator Turner. The witness's memory card was not
booked into evidence . The photo card was given to Sgt. Kerry Ireland who drove the card back to Willow Creek
and turned it over to the cards owner.
On 12/20/2014 at 0800 hrs I attended the autopsy for

. the

case# was C-243-14. The autopsy was performed by Dr.
and

in this case. The coroner

, he was assisted by autopsy techs

. Also, in attendance were Deputy Coroner Trevor Enright, HCSO Evidence Tech.

, Scott Neitzke from CHP and
wounds and the cause of death.

from CalDOJ. See

autopsy report for details about

did advise me the cause of death would be multiple gunshot

wounds.
On 12/29/2014, at 1045 hours, I met with CHP Capt. Adam Jager who provided me with a manila envelope; he
told me the envelope contained the MVARS Video on CD from Officer Grey's Vehicle. At 1500 hours, I met with
DAI Bernstein and we watched the file of the on the CD that contained the attack. See Det. Turners report for
the details of the attack. I maintained the copy until booked on 01/15/2015 .
Any further information will be made mater of report .
NFA
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On December 18, 2014 at approximately 0300 hrs ., I was contacted by Sergeant Freese via telephone
at my residence. She advised there had been an officer involved shooting and the Critical Incident
Response Team, CIRT, was meeting to discuss and investigate the incident. I responded to the
Humboldt County Sheriff's Office Detective Bureau for a briefing. I learned that Detective Turner
would be the lead investigator on this case with a co-lead of DA Investigator Bernstein. Also present at
the briefing was APD Sergeant Dokweiler, Undersheriff Honsal, Evidence

, DA Chief

Investigator Cox, CHP Lieutenant Fabbri, EPD Senior Detective Todd Wilcox, Fortuna Police Officer
Dias, HCSO Sergeant Freese and myself.

I learned at the briefing that CHP Officer Gray had responded to some type of traffic event in the
Willow Creek area. At some point, CHP Officer Gray had an altercation with the individual who had
been driving the vehicle involved in the traffic event. CHP Officer Gray had sustained serious injuries,
and the

had been shot and was deceased . It was determined that APD Sergeant Dokweiler,

Evidence Tech

and I would respond to Mad River Hospital in Arcata to photograph CHP

Officer Gray and collect his clothing.

I followed APD Sergeant Dokweiler to the Arcata Police Department, where he parked his vehicle. APD
Sergeant Dokweiler and I then drove to Mad River Hospital in my vehicle. We met with CHP Lieutenant
Jager who advised CHP Officer Gray was having x-rays of his injuries taken . He also advised that CHP
Sergeant Mccanless was with CHP Officer Gray. CHP Lieutenant Jager advised that the hospital was
working on transporting CHP Officer Gray to a different hospital for a higher level of care . He expected
CHP Officer Gray would either be going to Redding or the Bay Area.

APD Sergeant Dokweiler and I then met with CHP Sergeant Mccanless. She showed us photographs of
the injuries sustained by CHP Officer Gray that she had taken upon his arrival at the hospital. I viewed
the photos, which showed large cuts to CHP Officer Gray's left forearm and palm side of his left hand .
It was also reported that he tip of one of his fingers on his left hand had been cut off. I observed
another photo which showed injuries to CHP Officer Gray face . It appeared his nose and lips had been
· cut . CHP Sergeant Mccanless also advised that CHP Officer Gray had sustained a gunshot to his inner
left upper thigh area . CHP Officer Gray believe that during the attack he accidentally shot himself in
the thigh . CHP Sergeant Mccanless stated she would later download the photos to a CD and provide
them to me for this case. We inquired about CHP Officer Gray's clothing, and CHP Sergeant Mccanless
stated all his clothing was left on scene. CHP Officer Gray arrived at the hospital in only his underwea r,
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t herefore no clot hing was seized from the hospital.

APD Sergeant Dokweiler left the hospital in the APD Command van, en route to the incident location
just east of Willow Creek on Highway 299 . Evidence Tech

and I also drove our respective

vehicles to the incident location .

I arrived on scene at approximately 0525 hours and met with Detective Turner, other CIRT team
members, as well as the CHP Investigation Division . It was determined that APD Sergeant Dokweiler
and I would canvas the neighborhood for any possible witnesses. Also assisting us were two officers
from the CHP investigations division. APD Sergeant Dokweiler was pa ired up with CHP Officer Rausch. I
was paired up with CHP Officer Michael Weaver. It was our job to canvas the north and south sides of
the roadway as well as east and west of the incident location. It should be noted my digital recorder
was lent to Detective Turner as hers was unavailable, therefore, we used CHP Officer Michael
Weaver's recorder. He later e-mailed me four of the interviews and mailed me a CD containing the
interview with
and

and

. I later burned the four interviews to CD #1 and

interview to CD# 2. Both CD's were later booked into evidence.

CHP Officer Weaver and I spoke with

, who resided south east of the incident.

stated she did not know her address. When asked about the incident, she said she was aware due to
neighbors calling her. She never heard anything in the middle of the night, due to sleeping very solid.
The conversation with

was recorded to a CD, which was later booked into evidence.

CHP Officer Weaver and I then walked over to the north side of the roadway. We attempted to
contact the residents located at 111 and 129 Robin Ln ., but nobody was home. CHP Officer Weaver
and I then located

. The int erview was recorded to a CD, which was later

booked into evidence.
asked both of the

stated they lived at

., Willow Creek. I

if they had heard anything during the early morning hours. They both said

that they had not heard anything.

stated they own the China Creek Cottages, which

was near the incident location . I asked if they had a surveillance system on the property and they said
no. CHP Officer Weaver and I then pointed to the residence located near
stated his mother lived at the residence,
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she was not home.

stated he would check with his mother in case she heard something. If she

had, he would contact me. It should be noted I have not heard from

again. Our interview was

concluded.

CHP Officer Weaver and I continued canvassing the residences on the north side of the street heading
westbound. We next spoke with

live at

Blue Jay Ln .,

Willow Creek. The interview was recorded to a CD, which was later booked into evidence.
neither she nor her husband

stated

heard anything during the evening hours. They were unaware

there had been an incident until they were contacted this morning by law enforcement. Our interview
was concluded. The interview was recorded to a CD which was booked into evidence.

We then contacted

, who resided at

Blue Jay Rd., Willow Creek. The interview was

recorded to a CD, which was later booked into evidence.

stated he had already spoken to some

law enforcement officers earlier in the morning. We asked

what he had heard, if anything during

stated he wasn't sure, but he woke up around 0230 hrs. He stated he's hard of

the evening.

hearing and has a little ringing in his ear, but thought he could remember hearing a beeping sound . He·
couldn't figure out if he was hearing a beeping of a tow truck backing up or something going off in the
house.

said he remembered hearing an extremely short sounding siren .

thought after that,

he heard some sort of vehicle on the roadway. He also thought he heard a loud exhaust coming from
the vehicle, but could not determine if he heard it before the beeping or after the siren.

stated

he couldn't remember anything else. I asked him if the beeping sounded like something from inside
his house or something else.
beep ... Beep beep ... "

said he could remember the beeping sounding like, "beep beep

said it was a slow type of beeping that stopped and started again . The only

sound he could relate it to was the sound of big piece of equipment backing up.

stated his wife

was sleeping the entire time and never heard anything. Our interview was concluded .

While speaking with

I was approached by

Ln., Willow Creek with his family.

.
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stated he was sleeping when he was awoken by a cracking sound .

said his son,

, was downstairs and he was upstairs sleeping. When they heard the cracking sound the
power to the residence went out.

came upstairs and woke his dad up.

t ransformer had blown and told his son not to worry and go back to sleep .
even able to fall asleep he heard gunshots.

said he thought a
said before he was

thought it could of been about eight or nine shots.

said he went and got his son up and they, "got ready." It should be noted that I later learned th is
meant that t hey went and armed themselves.
said he called 911 and talk to the dispatcher. The dispatcher stated they were aware of a traffic
accident.
inside.

told the dispatcher that he had just heard gunfire. The dispatcher advised him to stay
said he and his son went upstairs into the master bedroom and looked at the windows

that had a view of the incident location.

said from his vantage point, he could not see the

vehicle that had been involved in a traffic collision . He could only see what he thought was a law
enforcement vehicle due to the overhead flood lights.

said he was trying to monitor what was

going on and at one point noticed someone walk in front of the law enforcement vehicle . He believed
the

was wearing clothing.

said he saw an ambulance drive by, but did not stop. He then saw CHP Officer Eric Nelson arrive.
stated CHP Officer Nelson is his best friend .

said CHP Officer Nelson arrived going code three

with lights and sirens. He then saw CHP Officer Nelson exited his veh icle and started yelling .
recognized Officer Nelson's voice .

heard CHP Officer Nelson say something similar to, "If you get

up I'm going to shoot you ." I asked
" long, guttural, slow yell."

if he heard the

say anything.

stated he saw CHP Officer Nelson holding someone at gunpoint.

wasn't sure if CHP Officer Nelson had his gun drawn,or the taser, or both.
Nelson tase the

said he heard a,

two times.

then saw CHP Officer

said he actually saw the taser fire twice.

stand up once and then go back down, after the first tase .

said he saw the

explained the

didn't

really stand up, but more like rolled around and sat up, before lying back down . He thought the
was between CHP Officer Nelson's patrol vehicle and the

vehicle . About 5 to 10

minutes after CHP Officer Nelson's arrival, he noticed CHP Officer Nelson try to flag down the
ambulance.

said he was downstairs on the front porch when he heard Officer Nelson yell for the

ambulance to stop .

said the ambulance drove by, but not stop. Based on his experience, as a

volunteer fireman, he realized the scene must not have been secure.

said he was outside on his front porch in his underwear, when he yelled to CHP Officer Nelson to
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see if he needed help . CHP Officer Nelson yelled yes .

said he went inside, got dressed, jumped in

his truck and drove to CHP Officer Nelson's location. CHP Officer Nelson told
get the

handcuffed .

handcuffing the
if the

and another neighbor,

assisted CHP Officer Nelson with

noticed at that time that the

said anything while he was cuffing him.

that they needed to

was completely naked . I asked
only remembered the

something about the devil. I asked if he noticed any injuries on the
"pretty" bloody and he saw tase r probes in his pe rson .

saying
said the

did not recognize the

was
or the

vehicle .

asked CHP Officer Nelson where the other CHP officer was. CHP Officer Nelson requested

go

check for the other officer in the patrol vehicle .

said he got to the vehicle and knocked on the

window. CHP Officer Gray opened the door and

asked if he was okay. The officer was not talking

ve ry loudly and

asked if he 'd been shot anywhere. The officer said no. I asked if he noticed any

injuries on CHP Officer Gray.

said he could see that his face was bloody as well as part of his body.

thought the officer had been shot, based on the amount of blood outside the officer's vehicle.
said it was pretty dark when he was checking on the officer.

I asked

if both CHP Officer Nelson and Gray were in their uniforms and he said yes . I asked if he

recognized both CHP Officer Nelson and Gray as being law enforcement due to their uniforms and he
said yes. I asked if he recogn ize their vehicles as law enforcement vehicles and he said yes.

CHP Officer Weaver asked

if he saw any other weapons .

stated after the ambulance and

other officers arrived, someone had asked for a coin to mark the location where they had found CHP
Officer Grays' fingertip . Around that time, someone pointed out the machete lying in the grass. Our
interview was concluded .

CHP Officer Weaver and I then interviewed

son,

. It should be noted that

is

19 years old . The interview was recorded to a CD, which was later booked into evidence. The following
is a summary of his statement.
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stated he had just come home from hanging out with some friends . He wanted to put some
more wood on the fire before he actually went to bed. He was watching TV for about 20 to 25 minutes
when the dog started barking. He thought it was about 0130 hours in the morning. He heard a large
crash, and said it sounded like a large boom . Then the electricity went out.

said he yelled for his

dad who came downstairs. They grabbed some flashlights and started looking around . They couldn't
see anything and his dad thought a transformer had blown .

and his dad decided to go back to

bed.

said they went upstairs and that's when he thought he heard his neighbors yelling, "are you
okay." About 30 seconds after that,

thought he heard the sound of a bottle breaking.

and

his father continued to listen, but didn't hear anything further, so they decided go to bed . About five
minutes later

said he was drifting off to sleep when he heard semi-automatic gunfire.

said he heard the gunfire go "pop, pop, pop, pop," and thought there were 3 to 4 shots.

said he

and his dad went downstairs and got everything together. I later learned that meant that they had
armed themselves.
bedroom window.

and his dad then returned back upstairs and were watching out the master
then said that they went downstairs a second time and he remembered

somebody honking the horn for approximately 30 seconds at a time, repeatedly. He had no idea if this
was the involved officer or the

said he and his father continued to watch out the window and saw CHP Officer Nelson arrive .
said they saw CHP Officer Nelson driving in from the east and turned into the incident location.
They saw him interact with the

eventually tasing the

twice .

said CHP Officer

Nelson is his father's best friend. His father wanted to go assist Officer Nelson, as his father was
distraught over CHP Officer Nelson's situation.
there to assist, and

said his father kept saying he needed to go out

told him it was not his job to help him .

Nelson trying to get the ambulance to stop.

said they then saw CHP Officer

said that's when his father stated CHP Officer

Nelson probably needed help handcuffing the

His father went downstairs and outside and

yelled at CHP Officer Nelson to see if he needed help. CHP Officer Nelson said yes and his father
eventually went over and helped CHP Officer Nelson handcuff the

I asked

when he looked out the master bedroom window the first time what he saw.

he could see the patrol car with the overhead floodlights on facing the
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vehicle was
end of the

. Because of his view with the shrubbery, he could only see the rear

vehicle.

siren, he saw the

said he remembered when he heard CHP Officer Nelson's vehicle

get up from the driver side of the vehicle. He described it as a

popping his head up, and the going down near the rear driver side tire . I then asked

about the

honking sound. He clarified that when he and his father went downstairs to arm themselves, that's
when he heard the vehicle honking. He thought the honking went on for about three minutes. He
thought he heard approximately 10 honks during the three minutes. I then asked
CHP Officer Nelson arrived, if he saw him get out of his car.

about when

stated he saw CHP Officer Nelson

get out of his car and then he heard him say, "Don't move or I'll blow your head off."
couldn't see the

but he could see the shadows of the

moving.

saying something, but it wasn't coherent . At one point

said he
could hear the

could hear the

yelling

the "F" word a lot, cursing at CHP Officer Nelson, and bellowing.

said initially CHP Officer Nelson

has his pistol drawn and he believed he transitioned to the taser.

didn't see the transition, but

did see the yellow color of the taser.
Nelson-had tased the
second tase,
the

About five seconds later, he heard another pop and a zap. After the

saw the

out on the ground.

said he heard a pop and a zap and knew that CHP Officer
arm flale over the top, and the

said he could only see the

body flop on the ground, as the

rolled over and flopped

arm come up, but he heard the sound of
arm rolled through the air.

said that was

the point that his father ran downstairs to see if CHP Officer Nelson needed help . It was at that point
that

said he heard CHP Officer Nelson yell at the ambulance, "Hey ... Get over here."

I asked

if he could see that CHP Officer Nelson was wearing a uniform .

said CHP Officer

Nelson was wearing his winter uniform suit. I asked if he saw CHP Officer Nelson's patrol vehicle with
lights and sirens. He said yes. Our interview was concluded .
It should be noted that I later had Criminalists
and

take photos from

viewpoint from the upstairs master bedroom. Refer to their supplemental reports for info

and photos.

On December 19, 2014, I requested the radio traffic concerning this incident, from CHP Dispatch .
later learned they had sent a CD of the information to Detective Turner.
On December 19, 2014 at approximately 1023 hours, I met with CHP Sgt. Berry and CHP Auto Tech.
at Humboldt Towing, Eureka. I witnessed while Auto Tech.
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driver's side of Officer Gray's CHP vehicle . Auto Tech

20 1405811

pulled the power cord to the M VARS

unit in the interior of the vehicle as well as through the trunk. This was done so the M VARS would
not have a chance to loop over the recording of the incident. I then re secured Officer Gray's CHP
vehicle .

On January 8, 2015, I went to the Arcata CHP Station and collected the CD containing photos of CHP
Officer Gray's injuries. I later booked the CD into evidence.

Respectfully,

Cheryl Franco

Refer to Detective Larson.

NFI
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On or about 05/05/15 , I was notified by CHP Sgt. Beny that there was possibly a video clip of the
incident on an iPod. Sgt. Berry stated he believed the clip was recorded by
. and that it
was still on the iPod.
On 05/05/15, I contacted
and inquired about the video clip.
confirmed that
why this video clip had not
there was a video clip and that it was still on the iPod. I inquired with
previously been mentioned.
stated it slipped their minds due to the stress of the incident.
stated he was extremely busy at work and could not speak with me at that time.
multiple times with no reply. On 05/26/15 , I
For the next several weeks, I attempted to contact
contacted Deputy Peterson and requested he respond to the Early Bird and attempt to obtain the video
clip or the iPod. After making contact at the Early Bird, Deputy Peterson inquired if it would be ok to
send the video clip to my county email. I told Deputy Peterson that would be fine and later received the
video clip in my email.
lying on the
I viewed the one minute and four second video clip, which appeared to show a male
pavement with an officer in front of him. Throughout the video clip, two male
can be heard
speaking. At one point in the video clip, it appears that the officer possibly tased the male
on the
pavement. I confomed with Deputy Peterson that the video clip on the iPod was also one minute and 4
seconds in length.
I burned a copy of the video clip to a CD and later booked it into evidence. I also sent a copy of the
video clip to CHP Sgt. Garcia.
Request a copy of this supplemental repmi be forwarded to the District Attorney's Office for review.
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130272
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130274

Item Type I Description
AudioMdeo Statements -Agency Created
NEIGHBORHOOD CA~AS

2

Franco, Chery! -1076
12118/2014
Recovery Address: 40640 HWf 299
Recovery Location:

AudioNideo Statements -Agency Created
NEIGHBORHOOD CANVAS

3

Franco, Cheryl -1076
01/08/2015
Recovery Address: CHP ARCATA OFFICE
Recovery Location:

AudioNideo Media
CD OF CHP OFFICER GRAY'S INJURIES

130273

11111111m1~~m~1~11~mmm~

Recovering Officer I Date I Address
12118/2014
Franco, Cheryl - 1076
Recovery Address: 40640 HWY 299
Recovery Location:

Printed: Tuesday, January 20, 2015 from EvidenceOnQ®
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BUREAU Oli' Jc'ORENSIC SERVICES

BFS CASE NUMBER

EU-14-001909-000 I

EUREKA REGIONAL CRJMJNALlSTICS LABORATORY

1011 West Wabash Ave. Eureka, CA 95501-2121
Phone No. (707) 445~6682 FAX No. (707) 445M6688

ATTN: Det. Turner
Humboldt County Sheriffs Office
826 Fourth Street
Eureku, CA 9550 I

COPIES:

FIELD INVESTIGATION REPORT
OFFENSrl:
OFFICER:

ORA Y, TIMOTHY

OFFICER~INVOLvr.m

SHOOTING

0FPl3NSH DATE: DECEMBER I 8, 2014

---·--------·

/, Ille 1111d11rsfg11ed, declare under penalty <?fpe1j111y: (1) I am employed by 1/w Sime ofCalifom/a, Depurtment iV'J11srtce (DOJ), Bureau of Forensic Services; (2) I
co11d11cted a11 a.w111f11a/1011 oflhe malertaf described balow /11 tlia ordl11my course ofmy work as a qr111/ljled c:mml1111r, according lo <tpproved /abomto1,, procad11re.v
that fm:llfdi! craat/011 of co/lf11111pora11eo11s doe111111mtatla11 and rhe tec/111/cal review <{/'my work; (3) 11111 olmrvable data f,y .wt forth In the assocluted labomtory ''<ISi!
record; (4) 1l11y opl11io11s, /11te171rela/lons, or co111:l11sfo11s /11 this l'/Jporl ara IUIS(!d upon data 111 1/111 assoclared fabomtory case record m1dfind/11gs listed below.
1Vote: 111/s /abora101y report has been prepared mu/ re{(1/11ed by DOJ 111 lhc: 11ormal course of bus/JU!,vs according ro DOJ~~· regular practices a11d procedure:;.

BACKGROUND
On December 18, 2014, Assistant Laboratory Director
notified us of an officer involved shooting
scene at Highway 299 and Blue Jay Lane, near Willow Creek. A California Highway Patrol (CHP) officer was
wounded and hospitalized. The
was deceased at the scene. The Humboldt County Critical Incident
Response Team members were present, and the CHP MATT team would be responding.

FIELD ACTIVITIES
On December 18, 2014, at approximately 0700 hours, we (Senior Criminalists
) arrived at the scene located on Highway 299 at Blue Jay Lane, approximately 2 miles east of Willow
Creek. The scene was generally in front of the Early Bird Cafe and White Water Rafting businesses. Law
enforcement officials present included Sgt. Freese, Det. Turner, Del. Franco, and Evidence Technician
from the Humboldt County Sheriftis Office (HCSO), Det. Wilcox from the Eureka Police
Depat'tment, Chief Investigator Cox from the Humboldt County Distri.ct Attorney's Office (HCDA), Det.
Dockweiler fron1 the Arcata Police Department (APO), and Acting Sgt. Dugger, Investigating Sgt. Garcia, and
Officer Rauch from the California Highway Patrol (CI-IP). We were given the following additional details:
The incident occurred after a vehicle struck a power pole in front of the Early Bird Cafe, a business with
a second story residence. The residents called 911 and when CHP Officer Gray responded, he was
attacked by the vehicle driver,
., with a machete. The officer fired at the
who
returned to bis vehicle. Officer Gray, who was severely injured in the attack, retreated to his patrol unit
and called for assistance. The
meanwhile, removed all of his clothing, and exited his vehicle.
CHP Officer Eric Nelson responded to assist and; along with two civilians and the use of a taser,
subdued the
. The
was given medical assistance at the scene, but expired. Officer Gray
was given medical assistance locally and then air lifted for further treatment. Some of the altercation
and activities of the
were observed by persons at the Early Bird Cafe and at a residence across
Highway 299. Some photographs were taken by witnesses. The vehicles of the
and Of11cer
Gray were in their original locations. Officer Nelson's vehicle had been moved.
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